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● help.netflix.com/en/
node/412 

● help.netflix.com/en/
node/41049?ui_acti
on=kb-article-popul
ar-categories 

● devices.netflix.com/
en 

● help.netflix.com/en 

Contact: 
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ry.org 

603.485.6092 x107 

Anne Meyers 

ameyers@hooksettlibra
ry.org 

603.485.6092 x105 

 
Netflix is one of the most popular video streaming services to watch TV 
shows and movies online. Millions of people worldwide enjoy content on 
Netflix every day. In this class, we’ll take a look at 17 Netflix tips and tricks to 
help make your experience even better. We’ll help you find better things to 
watch, save time and money, and show you some other helpful Netflix tricks. 
Materials needed: Active Netflix account and mobile device with internet 
service. 

What is Netflix? 

Netflix is a streaming service that offers a wide variety of award-winning TV 
shows, movies, anime, documentaries, and more on thousands of 
internet-connected devices. You can watch as much as you want, whenever 
you want without a single commercial – all for one low monthly price. There's 
always something new to discover and new TV shows and movies are added 
every week! You can stream the service or use the download option. This 
can be especially helpful if you’re traveling, or if your internet connection isn’t 
optimized for streaming. 

1 Documentation source: techboomers.com/netflix-tips-and-tricks  
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Getting Started 

Sign up for a Netflix account, and choose your pricing plan. 
When you sign up, you’ll be given a choice of different subscription options. 
Depending on which one you choose, you may be able to watch Netflix on 
multiple devices at once with the same account, or be able to watch movies 
and shows with higher-quality video resolution.  But all of them will give you 
access to the full library of titles available for your country, so you won’t need 
to worry about missing out if you go for just the basic plan! The first time you 
sign up for Netflix, you can use any plan that you want for free for a 
month, so you can determine whether or not you’ll get your money’s worth 
out of Netflix! View plans... 
 

 

Managing your account and its preferences 
Visit netflix.com/YourAccount 
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Manage Account Profiles 
Most devices allow you to create profiles. You can add up to five profiles to 
your account from Manage Profiles. Please note that each profile must have 
a different name. If you are unable to create a profile from your device or 
when using a mobile browser, visit Netflix.com on a computer and follow the 
steps here [help.netflix.com/en/node/10421]... 
 
netflix.com/ManageProfiles 
 

 

How to get a Netflix trial without a credit card 
If someone has let you try out Netflix with a gift card or gift subscription, you 
don’t need to enter your credit card details to enjoy Netflix.  You can watch 
for as long as the amount of money on the card or subscription lasts.  
To get a Netflix trial without a credit card, simply go to netflix.com/gift in your 
web browser.  Then, simply click in the empty box that appears and type in 
your gift card or gift subscription code, and click Redeem. 

 
If you aren’t signed into a Netflix account when you enter this code, you will 
be prompted to either log in or create a new account.  If you create a new 
account in this manner, you only have to enter your email address and 
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Enable Netflix 

mailing code, and pick a password.  No billing details required! 

To pay for Netflix with PayPal 
1. Go to netflix.com in your web browser. 
2. Click Start Your Free Month. 
3. First, click on the type of subscription that you want for Netflix.  
4. Next, scroll down the screen and click in the box labelled “Email 

Address”, and type in your email address.  Then, click in the box 
labelled “Choose a Password” and type in a password (it can be 
between 4 and 60 characters long, and will appear as bullet points to 
protect its secrecy from onlookers).  You can also click the check box 
here if you don’t want Netflix emailing you with special offers. Then 
click Register. 

 
5. Now, when asked for your payment details, click PayPal instead of 

Credit Card.  Then, click Continue to PayPal. 

 
6. Log into your PayPal account by clicking the box labelled “Email” and 

typing in your email address, then clicking the box labelled 
“Password” and typing in your account password, and then clicking 
Log In. 
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7. On the next screen, click Agree and Continue. 

 
8. Choose which type of Netflix subscription you prefer.  Click on an 

option to select it. 
9. Next, scroll down the screen and click the check box to confirm that 

you are over 18 and agree to Netflix’s rules.  Then click Start 
Membership. 

 
There!  You are now signed up for Netflix, and will pay for it by using PayPal 
instead of a credit card! 

Partner Billing 
Partner billing is available in the United States. You can find more information 
about our partners and their eligibility requirements below: 

● Billing FAQs: Xfinity (Comcast) 
● Billing FAQs: Xfinity (Comcast) Package (Bundle) 
● Billing FAQs: Cox 
● Billing FAQs: T-Mobile 
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Set up Netflix to work on the device of your choice 
As mentioned before, you can use the video streaming service right from the 
website, but there are a bunch of other ways to watch it, too!  For example, 
you can hook your computer up to your TV and watch Netflix that way.  Or, 
you can run Netflix on your TV through a digital media player (e.g. Apple TV, 
Amazon Fire TV, or Google Chromecast), modern video game console (e.g. 
Sony PlayStation 3, Microsoft Xbox, or Nintendo Wii), or some Blu-Ray 
players or cable/satellite boxes.  Some advanced TVs can even run Netflix 
directly… no peripherals needed!  A complete list can be found here. 

How to find better things to watch 

Reset preference settings. 
If your preferences have changed since you started using Netflix, or if you’re 
tired of seeing suggestions based on things your family members have 
watched, you can remove activity on your Netflix account that does not 
reflect your current taste in movies and shows. This will essentially reset 
Netflix taste preferences on your account. To do this: 

1. Move your cursor over your profile name in the top right corner. Then 
click Account. 

 
2. Scroll down to see your viewing activity on your profile. 
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3. Click the X button beside anything you want to remove from your 
watch history. 

 
4. You can also remove things you’ve rated on Netflix. Click Rating 

beside “My Activity” to view a list of content you’ve rated on Netflix. 

 
5. Now, click on the X beside any movie or TV show you want to 

remove your rating for. 

 

Use multiple profiles. 
To make sure that you don’t get recommendations when other people are 
watching things you aren’t interested in using your Netflix account, you can 
create multiple profiles under one Netflix account. This will allow you to keep 
your watch list, viewing history, and recommendations separate, while still 
allowing you to share one account with your family members or a friend to 
help save money on the cost of a Netflix membership. Here’s how to create 
and manage Netflix profiles. 

1. Sign into your Netflix account. 
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2. Hover over your name in the top right, and then click Manage 

Profiles. 

 
3. Edit a user profile by clicking the Pencil icon above their name. 

 
4. Create a new profile by clicking Add Profile. 
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5. Enter details to the profile (like a name). 

 
6. Click Done to save your changes. 

 

Find and follow your favourite titles, or get suggestions on what to 
watch next. 

There are lots of ways to browse and search for the perfect movie or TV 
show to watch.  You can go by what’s currently popular, narrow your search 
to just movies or TV shows, filter by genres, or even look for a title by its 
name or who stars in it.  You can also tell Netflix your taste preferences, and 
it will recommend new titles based on what you like and what you’ve 
watched previously. 
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Use the Flixable Search Engine for Netflix 
 
Flixable.com 
 

 

Check out IMDb’s top 250. 
To get recommendations of the best movies to watch, check out this list of 
250 top-rated movies on IMDb. Not all of these movies are available on 
Netflix, but many of them are. Look through the list and sort by ranking, IMDb 
rating, release date, or number of ratings. If any of them interest you, head 
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over to Netflix and see if it’s available to stream. Even if it isn’t available, 
Netflix will likely still be able to suggest some related titles you might want to 
watch instead, right in the search feature. And be sure to check out the entire 
IMDB.com website for other great lists and features. 

 

Check out Rotten Tomatoes’ ratings of Netflix movies. 
Many movies from Netflix have been rated by Rotten Tomatoes-approved 
critics. Here you can find reviews from RottenTomatoes.com of only movies 
that are available to stream on Netflix. This way, you know that any movie 
recommendation you find on this list will be available to watch through 
Netflix! 
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Find out what’s new with WhatsNewOnNetflix.com. 
If you want to find out about the latest releases on Netflix in your country, or 
worldwide, check out WhatsNewOnNetflix.com. This website has a database 
showing all the newest movies and TV shows available on Netflix in various 
regions across the globe. The site is updated multiple times every day, so the 
information is always kept up-to-date. 

 

Sort your queue 
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The algorithm-created recommendations provided by Netflix in the My List 
section of your library can be helpful, but those who wish to take a more 
hand-curated approach can easily do so. On your computer, simply go to the 
My Account tab in the upper-right hand-corner, then scroll down to My 
Profile, and select the Order In My List link. From there, you can choose 
whether My List is curated by the computer, or hand sorted by you. 
 
If you have a Netflix account, here are 15 Netflix tips and tricks that let you 
take advantage of the popular movie and TV show streaming service. 
Netflix is arguably the most popular streaming service in the world, and it has 
a huge library of movies and TV shows for users to watch, all of which can be 
had for just under $10 per month, which is a steal. 
However, you might not be getting the most out of the streaming service. In 
fact, there’s a lot you can do with Netflix that you might not know about, 
including getting notifications whenever a new season of a TV show is 
available to watch and even cater your viewing experience and get better 
recommendations when browsing for content to watch. 
This article may contain affiliate links. Click here for more details. 
Here are 15 Netflix tips and tricks that you can use the next time you log in to 
watch your favorite shows and films. 

Rate Content for Better Recommendations 
If Netflix is giving you crappy recommendations, it might be because you’re 
aren’t rating enough movies and TV shows. After you watch a movie or TV 
show, be sure to give it a rating so that Netflix can use that information to 
give you better recommendations in the future. 
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Furthermore, you can edit your taste preferences by going to Your Account > 
Taste preferences and filling in the questionnaire. This gives Netflix a much 
better idea of what genres you’re into and can provide you with better 
recommendations. 

Find Out What’s New 
If you’re the kind of user that like’s to see what new content comes to Netflix, 
there are several resources to keep up with in regards to that. Netflix’s 
Facebook page is one the first places you should bookmark, as it will send 
out an update whenever a new popular movie or TV shows comes to Netflix. 
You can also bookmark What’s New on Netflix, which is a website dedicated 
to tracking all new content that arrives on Netflix, and you’ll be one of the first 
ones to know. 

Tips for saving time/money when streaming Netflix 

Control the Streaming Quality 
If you have a slow WiFi connection or don’t want to use up all of your data 
while you’re out on the go, you can lower the streaming quality of content 
that you watch on Netflix. 
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Simply just go to your Your Account > Playback Settings > Manage video 
quality and set it to a low streaming quality. 480p is usually the sweet spot 
when you want to save bandwidth, but still get a decent-quality stream. 

Share your account with a friend/family member. 
If you want to save money on your Netflix membership fees, consider sharing 
a Netflix account with one of your close friends or family members. On one 
Netflix account, you can create multiple user profiles, allowing you to keep 
your preferences, watch list, viewing history, and recommendations separate, 
while still using (and paying for) just one account. If you want to add a new 
profile to your account so one of your friends can share it with you, here’s 
how! 

1. Hover your cursor over your name in the upper right corner of your 
Netflix homepage, then select Manage Profiles from the menu that 
appears below. 

 
2. To add another profile to your Netflix account, click Add Profile. 

 
3. Add a name to the profile, and indicate if the profile is for a child 

under age 12. Checking the box labelled “Kid” will restrict that profile 
exclusively to content rated suitable for children.
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4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 to create more profiles if you wish – you can 

create up to five profiles on one Netflix account. 
5. To save your new Netflix profiles, click Done. 

 
Share your Netflix login information with your friends and allow them to 
create their own user profiles, then work out a way to split the cost between 
multiple people. This will make it less expensive for all of you each month. 
You may even choose to upgrade your membership to Premium to allow you 
and your friends to be streaming on up to 4 screens at any given time. When 
you’re splitting the cost a few ways, the Premium membership (normally 
$11.99/month) could cost each of you only about $3.99! 

Pause your membership if you’re not using it. 
If you find yourself not using your Netflix membership very often, you might 
want to put your account on hold. To avoid paying for a service you aren’t 
using, you should cancel your Netflix account. Remember that you can 
cancel your subscription at any time, because Netflix doesn’t lock its users 
into a contract that requires them to keep their membership for a set amount 
of time. 
Should you choose to cancel your membership, you will still have access to 
the service until the end of that period (until the time when you would have 
been billed next) and you can create a new account at a later time if you 
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decide you want to start using it again. If you want to cancel your Netflix plan, 
you can do so here. 

Buy discounted Netflix gift cards to pay for your account. 
Another way to save money on your monthly fees for your Netflix 
membership is to purchase discounted Netflix gift cards and use them to pay 
for your account. This is one of our favorite Netflix tips! Stores like Walmart, 
BestBuy and Amazon sell gift cards for Netflix, and often they go on sale for a 
discounted price. Purchase one of these gift cards, then register the card as 
a payment method on your Netflix account. 

 

Download movies/shows to watch offline later. 
Do you sometimes like to watch Netflix on-the-go? Perhaps you like to enjoy 
a TV show episode or two while riding the bus or train to and from work or 
school. If you like to watch Netflix on your mobile device, you probably find 
you use up quite a bit of data, even if you’ve reduced the quality of the 
videos you’re streaming. 
One solution to this problem is to download movies and TV shows you want 
to stream on Netflix in advance. This allows you to save video content to your 
device so you can watch it later, even if you have no Internet access. Not 
everything available on Netflix is available to download, but many movies 
and shows are. You will need Internet access to do the downloading, but 
then you can watch and enjoy on-the-go without wasting your data! 

1. To download a movie or show on Netflix, open the Netflix app on 
your mobile device. From the side panel menu, tap Available for 
Download to see only content that can be downloaded to watch later. 
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2. Tap a movie or TV show to go to the description page of the content 

you want to download. Then click the Download icon to begin 
downloading it. If you’re downloading a TV show, you will need to tap 
the Download button beside each episode you wish to download. 
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3. Once you’re finished downloading content, tap My Downloads from 

the main menu to view a list of the movies and TV show episodes 
you’ve downloaded. 
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4. If you want to watch something you’ve downloaded, tap on it to begin 

playing. 

 
Those are all the Netflix tricks we recommend using to save yourself some 
time and money! We still have a few more tips and tricks to offer, so keep 
reading if you want to learn some of our general Netflix advice! 
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Other helpful Netflix tricks 

Remove embarrassing titles from your viewing history 
Maybe you don't want your significant other to know you finished Orange Is 
the New Black without them, or you'd prefer that your late, late-night decision 
to watch The Package not interfere with the subsequent recommendations 
served up by Netflix's algorithm. Not to worry -- you can selectively delete 
your history. Head to this page, where you'll see everything you've watched 
in chronological order, and remove any and all of your misdeeds. 

Download movies and shows to watch when you're offline 
One of the biggest streaming obstacles is the necessity of a high-quality 
internet connection. Late in 2016, Netflix changed everything by rolling out 
the ability to download select movies and TV shows, which means you can 
take some of your queue with you without worrying about whether your 
flight's Wi-Fi will be up to snuff. You'll need to snag the mobile app and factor 
in that downloading requires a bit of time and storage space, but soon you'll 
be watching great movies and shows on the go. 

Kick the moochers off 
If you've unwittingly shared your Netflix password with half your social circle 
and all of your former flames, their terrible taste and viewing habits may be 
totally screwing up your algorithm. If you want, you can ban them all from 
piggy-backing on your subscription in one fell swoop by going to My Account 
> Sign out of all devices. 

Make sure you're optimizing for HD or Ultra HD 
Wouldn't you be embarrassed if the plan you were paying for included HD or 
Ultra HD streaming, but you weren't even using it? This is the case for many 
Netflixers who neglect to check out their streaming settings -- just go to 
Netflix.com/HdToggle to make sure you're always set up for HD viewing by 
selecting "High." WARNING: If you have a bad habit of getting Netflixy 
outside of Wi-Fi zones, this will seriously destroy your data plan (HD videos 
use up 3-7GB of data per hour). If you're watching on your phone without an 
unlimited data plan, opt for "Low." Also, if you're looking to disable the "play 
next episode automatically" function and learn who did what in the credits of 
each Narcos episode, this is the page where you can do it.  

Disable dubbing on foreign-language shows and movies 
As Netflix has introduced more excellent foreign language shows to its 
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ever-expanding library, dubbing has become more of an issue. If you sit 
down to watch an episode of Dark or Sacred Games, you will be given the 
dubbed version by default -- and the dubbed version is often very, very bad. 
Netflix insists that their data supports the idea that viewers prefer the dubbed 
version, but if you're reading this list, we hope you hate the dubbed versions 
as much as us. Turn on the subtitles by clicking on the audio and subtitles 
button in the bottom right hand-corner and select the audio in the "original" 
language and choose subtitles in your preferred language.  

Customize your subtitles 
Now that you've got the dubbing off, it's time to optimize your subtitles. Even 
the biggest supporters of Fellini and connoisseurs of Kurosawa might not 
realize you can adjust the default Netflix subtitles to change color, size, font, 
and more -- based on your preferences, and what fits the title you're viewing. 
All you need to do is go to Your Account > Your Profile > Subtitle 
Appearance, and prepare to soak up all that delicious culture.  

Turn your shows and movies into audiobooks 
If you're tired of staring at a screen or you want to watch without really 
watching, this might be a game-changer. Next time you're watching your 
preferred title, hit the subtitles icon on the utility bar, move over to the audio 
tab, and select "Audio Description." This will prompt a narrator to describe 
the action happening onscreen -- in a way that's surprisingly not as 
distracting as it sounds -- and you'll be able to multi-task, sleep, or even take 
a walk outside while not missing a beat of your favorite show or movie. Not 
all titles offer this feature, but you can view a list of the ones that do here. 
Happy bingeing. 

Change up your Netflix subtitle settings so they better suit your 
needs. 

Tired of looking at unnecessary subtitles on Netflix? Or want to try watching a 
movie or TV show in a foreign language? Maybe you’re struggling to read 
subtitles because the font is just too small. If you have any of these issues, 
you can change your subtitle settings to make them just the way you want 
them. To make changes to subtitles while streaming something on Netflix, 
click the Dialog icon (the one that looks like a speech bubble). This will give 
you options to turn subtitles on or off, change the language the subtitles 
appear in. 
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If you want to change the size or color of the subtitles you see when 
streaming, access your Netflix subtitle preferences to change them to your 
liking. 

 

Enable Netflix auto-pause for when you fall asleep while watching a 
movie or TV show. 

If you like to watch Netflix when you’re getting ready for bed, or lounging on 
the couch, you can get it to automatically pause what you’re watching if you 
happen to fall asleep. Netflix has a series of projects on the “Make It” section 
of their website. One of these projects are the Netflix socks. 
These smart socks can detect when you’ve fallen asleep, and pause your 
show or movie automatically. Check out their tutorial to learn how you can 
create your own pair! 

How do I manage the emails I get from Netflix? 
If you want to stop getting emails from Netflix, or if you want to sign up to 
receive emails about enhancements to the Netflix service, upcoming 
releases, special events and offers, or customer surveys, you can manage 
your email preferences under the Communication settings section of your 
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Account page on the Netflix website. You can also opt out by following the 
instructions in the messages themselves (for example, using the 
“unsubscribe” link in the emails). 
You can choose to opt in to or out of any or all of the following email 
categories: 

● Netflix Updates: New and enhanced Netflix features and tips for 
getting the most out of your account. 

● Now on Netflix: Newly added movies, TV shows, and seasons plus 
personalized suggestions and alerts. 

● Netflix Offers: Receive special offers and promotions from Netflix. 
● Netflix Surveys: Make your opinions heard! Give us feedback on how 

to make Netflix a better product for you. 

Become an early adopter of new features 

 
If you love being on the cutting edge of new features, go to the upper-right 
menu, select My Account, and then click on the Test Participation link. By 
opting in, you’ll be allowed to participate in tests to help improve the Netflix 
experience for others, as well as be the first to see potential new changes 
before they roll out to the masses. 

Use Keyboard Shortcuts 
It’s way easier to use keyboard shortcuts than trying to navigate around with 
your mouse. Here are some that you can use: 

● F = Full Screen 
● Esc = Exit Full Screen 
● Shift + Left Arrow = Rewind 
● Shift + Right Arrow = Fast-Forward 
● M = Mute 
● Up and Down Arrows = Volume 
● Space = Play/Pause 
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Add DVD Rental Service 
dvd.netflix.com/Subscribe/EnableDvd/Address?dsrc=STRWEB_NAV 
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